
More Reliable Pavement Maintenance,
Design, and Asset Management

Using Regional Precedent Performance (RPP)

LESSONS FROM A STUDY OF  OVER 20  YEARS  OF  ACCUMU LATED IN
S ITU TEST ING AND STR UCTURA L  A NALYSES  OF  NEW ZEALAND ROAD
NETWORKS A ND LONG TER M PAVEME NT PE RFORMA NCE S ITES
WITH APPL ICATION TO BOTH THE STATE  H IGHWAYS  AND LOCAL
AUTHORITY  NETWORKS.

EX EMP LAR :  SOUTHLAND NETWORK ,  REG ION 14



Summary of Outcomes
from RPP Study

1. New techniques for substantially improving the reliability and effectiveness of Austroads
pavement design based on New Zealand regional precedent performance. Both empirical
and mechanistic approaches for determining where overlay thicknesses can be reduced.

2. Pavement  Rehabilitation: A definitive procedure for decision making on re-surfacing versus
rehabilitation (structural renewal).

3. Moduli measurements of what is being achieved locally (rather than Austroads
expectations), for:

* Unbound basecourses * Cement stabilised basecourses * Foamed bitumen stabilised (FBS) basecourses

4. Allowable strains/moduli for FBS basecourses using the “In Situ State” Concept
◦ realistic determination of long term effective design moduli for cement stabilised and foamed bitumen basecourses
◦ being more (or less) conservative with moduli
◦ modelling FBS in accordance with the NZ Supplement
◦ impact of traffic control and closure constraints  on assumed design parameters

5. The Austroads subgrade strain criterion versus current trends in European and US design
approaches versus local precedents.

6. A cost effective method for determining Load Damage Factors for any specific region, or set
of roads, when assessing damage from High Productivity Motor Vehicles,  effects of overload
axles/increased loadings.



Summary of Outcomes
from RPP Study

6. Allowable strains to minimise cracking in thin AC and OGPA surfacings –
assessing high strain mixes/polymers from precedents

7. Prediction of expected performance of newly constructed pavements.
Predicting performance for modified/stabilised pavements where the curing
/ dryback in the early months provides significant change in stiffness /
inferred performance

8. Construction verification
◦ deflection targets and changes in subgrade moduli with increasing pavement thickness
◦ stress dependency in all layers but primarily the subgrade
◦ accounting for stress dependency on projects where deflection is the critical design criterion
◦ stress dependency effects in sandy soils
◦ subgrade stabilisation

9. Reality checks for new pavement designs, using local, (or national)
precedence

10. A spreadsheet for the design of cement stabilised or foamed bitumen
pavements



Regional Precedent Performance
(RPP) Study.  Executive Summary

1. What is the RPP Study and how does it work? The historic pavement database
for each region is explored to identify the lessons of history, and see whether
existing design methods (based on Australian cases) are appropriate in each
specific region of New Zealand (giving due regard to climate/aggregate
sources/construction/maintenance practices), and what savings or improved
reliability can be gained from such a study.

2. Why is RPP important and why change from existing parameters used for
network (SNP) and project level (Austroads Subgrade Strain)? Because both
these parameters are based on overseas criteria established many decades ago.
Much more efficient design and performance prediction can now be put in place
from a regional study of each specific network.  RPP is calibrated from 90,000
data points in Southland Region14 over a full range of pavement types.
Austroads is calibrated to 24 tests done in Australia. (Slide 13).

3. What is different with RPP? As well as the effective calibration noted above,
rather than confining design of unbound granular pavements to 1 distress mode
(rutting), RPP uses all distress modes that can be identified in the network. There
are numerous distress modes evident in Southland district.  (Slides 21-22)



Regional Precedent Performance
(RPP) Study.  Executive Summary

1. What is DynELMOD and what does it do that CIRCLY cannot?  DynELMOD uses
the widely used ELMOD rapid back-analyses of deflection data and assesses the
non-linear elastic properties of the subgrade (a characteristic which has been
demonstrated to be common in NZ LTPP sites for example) rather than being
confined to linear elastic materials, also recordings from additional sensors are
included to assess dynamic properties, because important parameters such as
likely degree of saturation of the pavement can be evaluated in this manner.

2. Why does DynELMOD need to deal with multiple distress modes? When the
first Forward Work Programme for Southland was generated, DynELMOD
indicated that some roads that were performing well should not be, and the
converse also was indicated. By specific inspection of all “exceptions” to the
model, and discussion with field personnel, systematic data mining soon
revealed what fatigue parameter needed to be refined, and in what sense. All
treatment lengths were re-analysed to the new criteria until the generalised
DynELMOD model correctly identified the nature and severity of all forms of
distress displayed. This process of refinement has been time consuming, but
with the current understanding it is likely that the Southland network is now
capable of being maintained and rehabilitated more efficiently than any other in
New Zealand (and from the peer reviewer’s comments, possibly further afield).
Slides 47-48



Regional Precedent Performance
(RPP) Study.  Executive Summary

1. What is PaveState and how is it incorporated in the system. PaveState
is an App that can be used in the office, or in the field as a tool which is
readily customised to display all the information regarding the
subsurface structural condition, including likely terminal distress mode,
remaining life of the pavement, can HPMV loads be tolerated in that
section and how to maintain or rehabilitate each treatment length. A
flow chart of how it meshes in with other tools is given on Slide 11 with
more details on 8-10.

2. How can PaveState be used to make strategic/real time decisions.
PaveState can be stored on most devices, or can be readily downloaded
in the field to enable either managers, supervisors or maintenance
teams to obtain maximum information on the subsurface drainage
characteristics and structural condition of each individual point on the
road, and/or the properties of the full treatment length. It differs from
the usual condition data in that it is  what lies beneath the surface, ie
that which cannot be appreciated visually. It is the insight which can be
obtained to make a timely and informed decision, is where the strength
of this tool lies.



Regional Precedent Performance
(RPP) Study.  Executive Summary

1. What are examples of how PaveState can identify hidden (potential) distress.
When a reseal has just been applied, there may be little or no evidence of
patches where cement stabilisation has been carried out. However if sufficient
binder has been used, then the moduli displayed in PaveState will differentiate if
the binder is sufficient to maintain unbound (modified) performance, or if the
layer has become essentially bound, and in that case whether there is potential
for cracking. PaveState can also indicate whether a high degree of saturation is
present, therefore can enable more informed decisions on whether a second
coat seal is likely to be essential or not.

2. How can PaveState be used for distress diagnosis. PaveState provides the
expected terminal distress mode for each point, and layer which is most likely to
be critical, so distress diagnosis will have an informed starting point.  The visual
condition will also give some indications, to enable critical review of the nominal
mode. To take it further, rutting can be due to deformation of any layer, but by
viewing the respective moduli for each layer, the observer can further explore
the options that are credible, and hence decide on any relevant confirmatory
investigations. It is important to appreciate that the tool is intended only to
provide a likely option for a starting point, to be scrutinised alongside all other
possibilities.



QA Pre-processor
Synthetic Bowls from Superseded FWD & RAMM Profile
Data Consistency & Validity
Reality Check of Historic FWD Structural Analyses

Development of a Reliable Forward Work Programme
for RPP Structural Rehabilitation                      .

Flow Chart (1/3)

Input Data
RAMM: (High Speed Rutting, Roughness, Cracking Skid), Traffic (ESA),

Surfacing, Layers, Age, Falling Weight Deflectometer, (TSD)
Dynatest-GeoSolve: Multi-Function Vehicle - Pavement Analyser
Historic  Database - Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD)

- FWD Structural Analyses,
- Pits/Penetration Tests/Lab/RLD (GPR))
- Visual Inspections (Drainage/Cut/Fill)



& Reality Checks

DynELMOD
Dynamic Model from MFV Pavement Analyser

ELMOD Structural Analyses NLE
TSD Calibration to FWD Anchor Points

Regional Precedent Performance  (RPP) Study
Historic Rehab Decision Review (Superseded Data)

Performance Model -(Distress Modes  & Progression to Terminal State)
Sub-Sections defining Structural Treatment Lengths (STL)

Subsurface Drainage  Requirements & Potential for Improvement
Priority Ranking (Drainage Potential & Terminal Distress Year)

PaveState & STL File Output

Development of a Reliable Forward Work Programme
for RPP Structural Rehabilitation.

Flow Chart (2/3)

Field Reality Checks-RAPT – Exception Sites?



Calibrated Mechanistic Forward Work Programme
Functional Spreadsheet:  STL Start & End Limits, Load Damage Exponents,

Layer Moduli, Subgrade CBR, Critical Layer, Drainage Priorities,
Terminal Year & Rehab Costs

Rehabilitation Generic Design Alternatives for each STL Section (10%ile):
Thicknesses- Overlay, Cement Stabilisation, FBS,
Reconstruction, Dig-out Depth

PaveState Output
Parameters for each STL readily viewed in the field on Smartphone

with Google Earth .kmz file (or on desktop)

Development of a Reliable Forward Work Programme
for RPP Structural Rehabilitation.

Flow Chart (3/3)



Integration of RPP into dTIMS



Regional Precedent
Performance (RPP) Study

End of Executive Summary



Regional Precedent
Performance (RPP) Study
• Background
• Methodology
• Applications



Austroads Subgrade
Rutting Model
The base data used for
the Austroads rutting
model used a total of 24
observed road sections
and concluded that the
life of unbound granular
pavements related to
vertical strain at the top
of the subgrade,
assuming the subgrade
modulus was given as 10
times the CBR.



CBR – Modulus “correlation”



Austroads vs SNP “correlation”



• Alternative 3D Model for
Allowable Subgrade Strain as a
Function of Modulus and
Design Traffic (25 year MESA).

• Addresses inadequacy of
Austroads SSC.

• Consistent with:
1. European practice
2. AASHTO M-EPDG
3. Caltrans
4. Figure 8.4 CBR chart (if

back-analysed for 2
parameters instead of 1)

Southland RPP Parameters:
Subgrade Strain



The Austroads “calibrated mechanistic
model”  is based on only 24 data points.

NZTA’s Region 14 can now base its RPP
mechanistic calibration on 90,000 points,
with strains back-calculated from deflection
bowls, rather than estimated from CBR.

It is important to note that the concept is
identical, for both approaches. It is only the
database source region, size, and accuracy of
measurement (and hence reliability) that has
changed. Both give allowable strain at top of
subgrade.

RPP also explores multiple distress modes
and multiple mechanistic criteria, not just
vertical strain at the top of the subgrade.

Austroads vs. NZ
Regional Model



Structural Life, Distress
Modes and Terminal Conditions

As repeatedly emphasised by Patrick[1], [2] and others, it has been
demonstrated that few New Zealand pavements attain a terminally high
severity of rutting because regular maintenance as well as pre-sealing
repairs, limit rut depths, therefore roads are more likely to be
rehabilitated for basic economic reasons, usually because the net
present value (NPV) of predicted future maintenance costs exceeds
rehabilitation cost.

For any distress mode, the traditional method of predicting pavement
life has been to observe pavement performance in relation to
mechanistic parameters eg subgrade strain as adopted by Austroads, but
that model dates back several decades, so greater use of current
technology may warrant consideration.



Regional Precedent
Performance of Pavements

With more than 20 years of Falling Weight Deflectometer testing carried
out in New Zealand, there are now over a million  FWD test points on
record, many of which relate to pre-rehab testing, ie treatment lengths
in a state of terminal distress. Conventional back-analyses of the FWD
data allow far more accurate quantification of strain  with many more
relevant data points, than the minimal number of strains approximated
from the CBR tests adopted by Austroads from the 1984 study.
Hence rather than limit pavement design criteria to those from one set
of Australian roads,  research for the Transport Agency has focused on
obtaining pavement design criteria for each of the Regions in New
Zealand, appropriately reflecting the local climate, materials,
specifications, construction and maintenance procedures.
This study of the Regional Precedent Performance of Pavements has
been regarded as ground breaking by its international reviewer, because
of the detailed QA and large amount of interpreted FWD test maintained
for each Region.



Regional Precedent
Performance of Pavements
The strength of the RPP study is that it defines critical values for
deformation or fatigue parameters in each mature network of unbound
granular pavements, and these can be inherently inclusive of all possible
structural distress modes if the analysis is done for stresses and strains in all
layers Therefore, RPP analysis can be utilised to generate either a series of
specific fatigue criteria that will result in a terminal condition for any layer
(including the surfacing), or the life until a terminal condition is reached on
economic grounds. Whichever mode applies, the end result is a trigger for
rehabilitation, when running the Forward Work Programme model. Using
these concepts allows the RPP model for pavement life prediction in terms
of distress modes[3] to be adapted to incorporate the following categories:

o Surfacing distress modes

o Structural distress modes

o Economic triggers



Distress Modes
and Terminal Conditions

Surfacing distress modes
1. seal deformation (more likely as multiple seal layers accumulate)
2. flexure (cracking in seal or thin AC)
3. Seal flushing

Structural distress modes
1. aggregate rutting (basecourse or sometimes subbase)
2. shallow shear (shoving) of basecourse or subbase
3. potholing- aggregate instability/excessive water in unbound granular layer(s)
4. aggregate degradation
5. cracking (conventional, bottom up) of bound layers
6. flexure (top down cracking) of bound layers
7. subgrade rutting
8. subgrade shear
9. roughness progression

Economic triggers
1. excessive maintenance costs for the surfacing
2. excessive maintenance costs for the structural layer(s)



o Primary structural data is from RAMM, test pit logs, CBR & FWD data,
plus an extensive database of the corresponding relevant structural
evaluations using multi-layered elastic models.

o FWD records include not only peak deflections but also the much
more detailed characterisation available from the full time histories
for each geophone and now an increasing variety of sensors being
explored (pavement analyser).

Distress Modes
– DynELMOD Model



Structural Life, Distress
Modes and Terminal Conditions

The maintenance costs will often be caused by the cumulative
deformation induced by two or more different distress modes in
combination (e.g., predominantly roughness and shear instability would
be the inferred modes in the example following). If maintenance costs
are predominantly due to non-structural modes, then the maintenance
cost progression model may not be relevant, but in that case resurfacing
would be required rather than structural rehabilitation.

This set of terminal conditions, may be used to systematically evaluate
pavement life for each distress mode with the minimum life determining
the critical (governing) mode, as illustrated conceptually below.



Structural Performance Model



Structural Performance Model
The steps represent reseals and pre-seal repairs. Time intervals between
reseals are likely to decrease progressively.

Patrick considers that in some cases, these can cycle almost indefinitely
with little ongoing increase in rutting or roughness, accompanied by little
or no increase in maintenance cost (similar to the perpetual pavements
concept for bound layers). However seal instability should  eventually
develop (encompassed by the shear mode in the above model), and if
not, shear instability from basecourse degradation is probably inevitable.

For multiple seal layers, while instability may develop within the
surfacing, the solution is classed by Gray[4], and others as rehabilitation
treatment rather than re-surfacing as the cheapest measure may be to
cement stabilise the seal into the basecourse (recycling), ie producing a
structurally stiffer pavement as well as rehabilitating the surfacing.



Structural Life, Distress
Modes and Terminal Conditions

There are of course many additional distress modes (over 20 identified
by Dawson[5], [6]).

Some of these, e.g. foundation settlement (consolidation at depth due to
surcharge) and foundation shear deformation, may have been instigated
by pavement surcharge and can therefore trigger structural
rehabilitation but they are not directly related to traffic loading and are
hence not considered in the RPP structural model.

Similarly, the other various forms of surfacing distress are not considered
as they do not require structural rehabilitation.



Predicted Life by
Distress Mode
For each individual road or treatment
length, model determines which mode of
distress occurs first for each test point.

Legend

Flexure

Excessive maintenance costs

Shear

Roughness

Rutting

Calibration preferable for each region.



Predicted Life by
Distress Mode
For each individual road or treatment
length, the cumulative plot allows ten
percentile life to be readily assessed along
with principal distress mode.

Legend

Flexure

Excessive maintenance costs

Shear

Roughness

Rutting

10 percentile life => 0.04 MESA



Moving from a single fatigue criterion for unbound granular pavements to 5,
then more recently to 10 or more has been an evolving process during the RPP
study. With successive pavement engineers from different regions providing
feedback, “exceptions” (where the reality check was inconsistent with the
model) became evident, requiring refinement or the addition of entirely new
stress/strain or other deformation criteria in the model.
Refinements continue but for the regions which have been evaluated, its
reliability is a major advance on dTIMS as far as rehabilitation is concerned.

Using the RPP estimate of economic life in conjunction with modelling the
other structural distress modes (fatigue related) allows asset managers to
substantially extend the number of years for which modelling of a Forward
Work Programme can be reliably projected, from 2 or 3 years to a decade and
considerably longer if ball park estimates are required.

Distress Modes
and Terminal Conditions



Application of RPP:
DynELMOD

The most convenient package for FWD analyses is ELMOD (Evaluation of Layer Moduli
and Overlay Design) – a widely recognised multi-layer elastic back and forward
analysis software package by Dynatest. It accommodates non-linear subgrade moduli
which are exhibited by the majority of New Zealand soils (as shown by studies on the
state highway LTPP sites).

DynELMOD:  Is an extension of ELMOD incorporating additional sensors and inclusion
of (i) dynamic characteristics at each test point (ii) the RAMM (Road Asset and
Maintenance Management) database and (iii) links to in-house file information (test
pits, penetration tests, layer properties).

http://www.dynatest.com/software/elmod.aspx

Additional sensors are being explored progressively to ensure that the rapidly
advancing technology changes are being utilised to the maximum extent practical.

The output is generated as both Excel spreadsheets and Google Earth .kmz files.

http://www.dynatest.com/software/elmod.aspx


PaveState
Understanding the structural state of pavements
their distress mechanisms,  future performance
and maintenance and/or rehabilitation
requirements

Collected condition data and structural
evaluations can now be presented in any desired
form

i. in the office, desktop viewing properties of
the entire network, or

ii. In the field, at each test position along the
road during inspections or

iii. during maintenance/rehabilitation, using the
visual display of a GPS enabled smartphone
or tablet.



Present location of observer

Potential Pavement Life
Display – (colour coded)



PaveState Displays
A variety of parameters may be displayed, most commonly:

ü the location of the observer
(using smart phone or other device’s inbuilt GPS),

ü the locations of all adjacent FWD tests, (most recent, but also going
back 20 years for some areas)

ü what distress mode is predicted to prevail eventually at each FWD test
point,

ü the consequent life of the pavement (remaining life) before that distress
mode reaches a terminal state and,

ü an evaluation of whether maintenance/resurfacing is viable, or should
this treatment length be renewed.



Present location of Observer

Potential Pavement
Life - (on PC)



Regional Overview of FWD
1. Subsurface Drainage Hotspots
Purple = Highest Priority

Largest size = Shortest RPP Life

PaveState App Display Options:

1. Subsurface Drainage Hotspots
2. Subgrade CBR
3. Remaining Life
4. Overlay Thickness                     (for 25

year life)
5. Depth of Digouts
6. Stabilisation Depth
7. HPMV Suitability
8. Load Damage Exponents

Regional Precedent Performance Study
(RPP/DynELMOD)



1. Subsurface Drainage Hotspots

Purple = Highest Priority
Largest size = Shortest RPP Life



Drainage Hotspot

Click on
FWD Test Point >>> >>>

PaveState alternative displays
Click on preferred tab            >>>



Marker symbols with colour coding:
Markers are generated at the geographical location of each FWD test point, and
marker colour and size give the user an instant snapshot of the pavement
parameters at each point.

For example, marker size is usually scaled to indicate the magnitude of the
remaining life, and colour is used to discern the specific distress mode that is
predicted to be critical, ie the mode that will first result in a terminal condition.
(Life beyond 25 years is academic only, but nominal values are still shown for
relativity.)

Clicking on a single marker point will bring up an itemised report, which will reflect
the output fields the user has chosen.

In any case, the report will provide actual recorded test result data for in-depth
analysis.

Details – What You Get



Potential Pavement Life
(Arthur’s Pass)



Other parameters of common interest are;

ü the moduli of the various layers
ü the subgrade CBR
ü the subgrade non-linearity exponent (shows potential for

drainage improvement),
ü the expected type and depth of remedial treatment

necessary to give 25 years life.

Outcomes



Present location of Observer

(Life beyond 25 years is academic only, but nominal values are still shown for relativity.)

Characteristic Parameters
Drainage on Smartphone



The degree of non-linearity (n) of the subgrade modulus
(detected by the standard FWD test) is frequently an
indicator of whether the pavement has “wet feet” and
would benefit from improvement of subsoil drainage. If the
remaining rutting life is short and n <-0.3 then the
maintenance team should check to see if drainage can be
improved.  The converse is also true so then the team can
focus on other solutions to any issue.

Characteristic Parameters
Drainage on Smartphone



Present location of Observer

Characteristic Parameters
Drainage on Smartphone



Clicking on the Overview icon brings up a summary of the whole
treatment length (for rehabilitation with options for depths of
cement or foamed bitumen stabilisation, or overlay thicknesses)
Or, the full length of the road (for network management).

Outcomes – Network Data



o User runs the PaveState software

o selects folder containing pavement data
o if GPS coordinates were not collected at test time, coordinates are obtained via NZTA web-service.

o selects desired output report format
o currently drainage or potential pavement life

o selects whether they’d like one output file per road, or one file per network of roads

o hits the run button (“Generate KML”)

o chooses where to save output file(s)

o distributes output (e.g. e-mail or web server)

o output then viewed on desired device using Google Earth

PaveState ‘how to’



Or
• Obtains relevant kml file from FWD provider (should be available on

complimentary basis for any FWD testing carried out in 2013 and onwards)

• Output then viewed on desired device

• Customised for specific users if required

PaveState ‘how to’
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Since the theoretical work of Boussinesq in the 1880’s pavement engineers have strived to develop
design and analysis methods similar to those used for other engineering structures, where a
mathematical model is used to determine the critical stresses and strains, which are then compared to
permissible values. Both of these two steps are associated with considerable difficulties. Most
pavement materials are more or less granular in nature, responding to external excitements neither as
solids nor as liquids, but somewhere in between. Under load they respond with a mixture of elastic,
viscous, visco-elastic and plastic deformations, and are prone to temperature, time-hardening,
thixotropic, and aging effects. Only recently has numerical computation based on the Distinct Element
Method (DEM) become available, but it will still be a while before computers will be efficient enough
to treat even semi-realistic problems. Until then pavement engineers will have to rely on approximate
methods, mostly based on solid mechanics.

The second step in the engineering analysis requires knowledge of the permissible stresses or strains in
the different pavement materials. Several approaches have been followed in order to establish such
values, based mostly on 1) laboratory testing on samples of different materials, 2) full scale testing of
pavements under controlled conditions, and 3) observation of in situ pavement systems under real
traffic loading and real environmental conditions. Each approach has obvious advantages and
disadvantages, but may well supplement one another.

Peer Review
Comments	on	Precedence	Design	based	on	Mechanistic	Analysis



The method described in “Pavement Design and Asset Management Using Precedent Performance” is
very innovative and makes efficient use of a unique database collected over more than twenty years on
New Zealand road pavements. Other large databases of pavement systems or materials testing do exist,
such as those collected in the United States, and elsewhere, during the Strategic Highway Research
Program (SHRP) which has been going on for more than twenty years, but what makes the New
Zealand database unique is the fact that all the deflections measured with the Falling Weight
Deflectometer (FWD) have been analysed using the ELMOD (Evaluation of Layer Moduli and
Overlay Design program from Dynatest), in order to derive the moduli of the individual layers from an
inverse analysis of the deflection data. This back-analysis method allows for non-linear elastic
subgrades, that are of crucial importance for pavements with relatively thin bitumen or cement bound
layers, typical of New Zealand roads. It has been repeatedly demonstrated that ELMOD provides
realistic pavement layer moduli, and predicts the pavement response reasonably well compared to
measured response values. For each measured deflection basin, the layer moduli have been
determined, based on the thickness of the pavement layers, using a consistent analysis procedure, and
stored in the database. The New Zealand database thus contains fundamental materials properties,
enabling an analytical modelling of the pavement response and performance, rather than simple
analyses based on purely statistical methods. Similar interpretation of the FWD deflection data has not
been carried out for any other existing database of similar magnitude. In addition the design traffic of
all pavement sections tested, have been determined and associated with each of the analysis points.

Peer Review
Comments	on	Precedence	Design	based	on	Mechanistic	Analysis



The fact that the database contains layer thicknesses and layer moduli, makes it possible to determine
the critical stresses and strains in the different pavement layers under a standard axle load, based on
mechanistic methods. This pavement response can then be related to the design traffic, and
relationships between critical stresses or strains, and the number of load repetitions can be established,
based on assumptions of the frequency of pavement rehabilitation measures.
Several examples are given in the paper that clearly demonstrates the oversimplifications of existing
design relationships. Of particular importance is the demonstration of the variation of the exponent in
the relationship between response and number of load repetitions. The large majority of existing
relationships, mostly based on laboratory testing or full scale testing under controlled conditions,
assume a constant exponent, but the data based on Precedence Performance clearly demonstrates that
this is erroneous; there are large variations in the exponent depending on the traffic level, the types of
materials and the material modulus. This information is highly significant for the prevention of
overdesign or premature failure.
For a number of pavement sections, where multiple FWD testing sessions have made it possible to
establish time series from the database, it has also been feasible to determine the changes in pavement
layer moduli as functions of time and traffic loading, and to some extent also of climatic region. Again
this has demonstrated that existing assumptions of the development of layer moduli with time and
traffic, based mostly on laboratory data, can be rather different from the actual development of the
layer moduli, in real pavements under real traffic and climatic conditions. This is of particular
importance for foamed bitumen or cement bound materials, but is also of interest to many other
pavement materials.

Peer Review
Comments	on	Precedence	Design	based	on	Mechanistic	Analysis



The database of fundamental pavement layer characteristics, established for New Zealand, and the
innovative interpretation of the data using Precedence Performance methods, ought to be optimally
exploited, and to be continued, if possible with additional data on pavement condition (roughness,
rutting, cracking etc.) in order to develop more realistic and reliable methods for prediction of
pavement deterioration, as a function of time, loading, environment, and maintenance and
rehabilitation actions. If additional time series, comprising other pavement condition parameters than
layer moduli, can be established, the method should also open the way for incremental-recursive
pavement design and evaluation methods, where the constantly changing parameters such as moduli,
climate, loads, damage, aging etc. may be taken into consideration. This will require a concerted effort
to keep up the unique New Zealand database on fundamental pavement properties and extending it by
relevant data on pavement condition, maintenance and rehabilitation actions, and possibly on some
environmental data.

Per Ullidtz
Dynatest International
2014/09/06

Peer Review
Comments	on	Precedence	Design	based	on	Mechanistic	Analysis



Terminology
Pavement ‘Life’ (Remaining Life), as discussed in this presentation relates to
the ‘Resurfaced’ Structural Life of a pavement, given the layer configuration
of the particular treatment length at the time of FWD testing, as far as the
pavement structural capacity is concerned, and assumes the pavement
surface is planned to be maintained and periodically resurfaced to a near-
new condition (with minimal accompanying change in structural capacity)
and maintenance/resurfacing practices will continue to be applied in the
future, as they have been in the past. Life may be qualified with “Structural
Life” where there is also reference to surfacing life, to avoid any ambiguity.

Economic Life is used where the trigger for rehabilitation is excessive
maintenance costs, and in practice this is likely to mean that multiple
distress modes will combine to trigger intervention. Total Life is of less
relevance to this study of unbound granular pavements as it applies
particularly where there are bound layers, and is the life from new or from
time of last structural rehabilitation if regular maintenance and resurfacing
is carried out.


